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 Cheatbook. Help your fellow gamers and friends by giving solutions, game cheats, passwords and tips. If your game has a trainer, you will find it on this website. In Resident Evil 2, the player has the opportunity to switch between two different protagonists during the course of the game. After meeting up with Leon S. Kennedy, he can choose between Chris Redfield and Piers Nivans. Unlike the
original Resident Evil, this game consists of two, not one, protagonists. Unlike the player who controls Leon S. Kennedy in the first part, the second part is played as Piers Nivans, the newest member of the Bioterrorism Security Assessment Alliance (BSAA). As an agent, Piers has the ability to use a bow to shoot enemies as well as throw boomerangs, called Acacia Seeds. In addition to this, he has the
ability to use the Nemesis Bow to fire a variety of arrows with an improved arrowhead. The story of Resident Evil 2 takes place four years after the events of the first game. The city of Raccoon City has been turned into a virtual reality experience which is operated by the Umbrella Corporation. The citizens of Raccoon City work in a virtual reality experience which serves as a source of entertainment

and to serve the Umbrella Corporation. The entertainment system has been developed by the Umbrella Corporation, along with the Japanese corporation, Mitsuhide Tsuchiya, and the American company, Eliza Irene. When a terrorist attack begins, the Umbrella Corporation is forced to act, and the player is recruited to be part of the BSAA. Shortly after entering the city, Piers Nivans has his first
encounter with an enemy. He battles a T-virus infected Alexia and manages to save her, but he is caught by a patrolling Umbrella agent. She orders Piers to kill him, but he refuses, and this results in Piers getting held by Alexia, who is being sent to the BSAA for evaluation. Piers is then taken to the BSAA's headquarters. He manages to escape, but encounters four other agents who turn out to be

zombies, who chase him. The player is then forced to flee the BSAA's headquarters, and meets up with Leon S. Kennedy, who is being followed by other agents. The two escape from the agents, and join forces to escape from the city. In the second part of the game, Leon and Piers 82157476af
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